Bouncy Houses, all kind of bouncy houses, bouncy castles, inflatable slides and bouncers with obstacles
Interactive Inflatable Games, like the sumo suits, the hamster ball and the gladiators.
Cool Games, including our lasser tag game and the aqua ball Lasser Tag, Aqua ball.
Promotions Bouncy Houses for our different bouncing houses for the Montreal, South and North shore

Bouncy House Fido
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Dimension:
4.5mL x 4.5mW x 5mH
14.7"L x 14.7"W x 16.5"H
Suggested capacity: 10 kids
Recommended Age: 3 to 8 years
Activities: Bouncing area
Requirements: 1 power outlet, minimum entrance width 1.2m/4", 1 supervisor for the
kids, help from 1 person for installing the games or hire an operator
Price: $225 (Delivery Included)*

The bouncy house Fido the dog is for children ages 3 to 8 years. As with the little monkey,
children will be able to spend their energy by jumping on the belly of the dog and also do a
little gymnastics. Again, you have a 360 degree view of your children. So you can easily
supervise them. With this bouncy house you can vary the attractions present at your party
and with our different bouncy houses you can almost open a zoo (inflatable of course).
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If you want to rent an inflatable game similar but that offers more activities, we recommend
the bouncy castle Monkey.
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